
Abstract:

1. Introduction
Many works concerning multi-legged walking machi-

nes are devoted to the design problems and to the motion
generation principles of statically stable locomotion (i.e.
[1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10]). The control aspects are also discussed
[14, 15, 16]. Our thorough search bringed brought no
publications on the analysis of equilibrium conditions for
the dynamical gaits considering stabilizing role of the
foot.

The legs of multi-legged walking machines have
typically 2 or 3 active degrees of freedom. The additional
degrees of freedom (if introduced) are passive. The foot
compliance is typically obtained by using the springs.
Many multi-legged robots have feet shaped as balls or as
a rotating plates [13].They are attached to the shank by
passive prismatic joints - Fig. 1. More complex designs
consist of 3 passive DOFs [2]. The potentiometers are
sometimes utilized as sensors for monitoring the joints
position - Fig. 2. The biologically inspired foot with three
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Fig. 1. Foot shaped as a ball or as a plate.

fingers and two active DOFs - Fig. 3 is the unique [6]
example of the more complex structure. In gait synthesis
the attention is paid to the positioning of active joints.
The role of foot and its passive DOFs during the walk of
multi-legged machine is often neglected. On the other
hand the usefulness of passive joints and springs in wal-
king machines have been confirmed by practical expe-
rience. In this article we discuss the role of passive joints
in maintaining the postural dynamical stability. Theore-
tical considerations are supported by simulation, and the
results were validated by experiments

The foot considered in our work is illustrated by the
Fig. 4. In prismatic joint connecting the foot with the
shank the spring is mounted. This brings the leg com-
pliance, because the spring length changes proportio-
nally to the vertical force. The length change is small but
it supports the postural equilibrium, as it will be discus-
sed further.

Let's assume that is non-moving reference fra-
me, is the frame attached to the robot trunk.

Coordinates of the robot mass centre are

.

2. Problem statement

Fig. 2. Leg-end joint with 3 DOFs.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the foot inspired by the animals build.
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equal to:

where mass of trunk,
mass. To illustrate the

method we will consider the prototype quadruped with
dimensions and masses distribution illustrated in Fig. 4
(dimensions are expressed in ). Lower script deno-
te the supporting leg. In considered diagonal gait the
supporting legs are 1 and 4, or 2 and 3, where 1 denotes
left front leg, 2 - is the right front leg, 3 - left hind leg, 4 -
right hind leg. In further considerations and will
mark the pair of supporting legs (for is , and
for is ).

Force equilibrium conditions are usually expressed in
external reference frame . They can be easily
transformed to the local frame [12]. In frame

the conditions are expressed as:

where , is the gravity constant.
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is transformation matrix from to .
is the resultant force vector acting to the robot

mass centre. is the force
vector exerted by leg-end. The torques equilibrium condi-
tions are expressed in frame by:

are the external moments applied
to the robot. In our considerations we assume only the
rotation along vertical axis passing point , is the
main inertia moment around axis , and is the ro-
tation angle.

With the above assumption it is
. Shortening, we denote

by .
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Fig. 4. View of the robot structure, its foot, and illustration of forces.

Fig. 5. Robot foot and applied notation, view of the prototype.



(8)

where is the point height over the ground consi-
dering spring shortening under the vertical force .
We keep in mind that

. Now we define
- intersection point of with supporting pla-

ne (Fig. 4). This point is also the attachment point of
resultant reaction force vector. During the real (physical)
walk it is also the Centre Of Pressure ( ). In smooth
walk (with smooth motion of the trunk) it is expected
that . Point
being the intersection of vector with plane

has coordinates:

COP

COP

(9)

(10)

In stable posture the moments results from
reaction forces, and evaluated in supporting plane to-
wards the reference point shall be equal to zero:

(11)

(12)

Now, considering (11) and (12), and equality from (4)
we obtain:

(13)

where
.

Remembering that using the expressions (7) the
forces are
also obtained, we rearrange each equation (13) separa-
tely, to obtain:

COP

3rd

where

(5)

(6)

(7)

Matrix is singular (rank( ), rank of extended
matrix is 6 what means that equalities can not be ful-
filled. The equilibrium conditions described by (2), (3)
cannot be fulfilled considering only the legends. Taking
into account the stabilizing role of the feet we split the
conditions between points and of supporting legs.
Passive joint in foot attachment allows the rotation
along axis parallel to , but not rotation along axis paral-
lel to . Therefore, we can consider that to prevent the
side trunk inclination the moment is compensated
by forces exerted in points of supporting legs. For
evaluation of vertical leg-end forces we assume that the
points are located in constant distance from
the plane .

Taking into account , the forces
equilibrium conditions, and condition for equilibrating
the moment ( and equality from rel. (4)) we
obtain:

Now the forces are known. Using
(3) the moments for both supporting
feet can be easily obtained. Those moments must be
compensated by feet compliance. We keep in mind that
the rotations are only possible in passive joints located in
points (Fig. 5). The springs mounted in feet are ben-
ding under the exerted vertical leg-end forces. The active
range of springs bend must be chosen to match the range
of vertical forces. The springs bend introduces the stabi-
lizing effect. Forces acting on mounting points are
accordingly transferred to the points which are
application points of reaction force vectors

. Points are translated in plane
in relation to (Fig. 5), that means

etc. The shifts
are such that the moments resulting from

reaction forces towards compensate the moments
.
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(14)

Substituting (14) to (8) and rearranging the terms we
have:

(15)

The moments equilibrated by feet can be ob-
tained expressing (2), (3) for each foot separately, that
means:

(16)

After calculation of those moments, the relations
(15) will be applied to calculate first and then,
on a basis of (14), values of will be obtained.
Now the relations (8) can be used to bring the remaining
force components (besides of already calculated vertical
forces ).

3. Simulation research
Robot structure and its mass distribution are given in

Fig. 4. Leg has 3 active DOFs -2 in the hip and 1 in the
knee. As it was mentioned shank and foot are connected
by passive joint. The attachment uses in-build vertical
spring (Fig. 5). Robot and its control system was de-
scribed in [8, 9], in [11] the motion properties were
discussed. The robot trunk length is , width

, thigh and shank lengths
. Total mass , trunk mass

, mass of hip segment
, mass of thigh ,

mass of shank , foot mas-
ses: the upper part , the lower
part . Those parameters were
used in simulations. The results obtained for robot tur-
ning motion with rotation by are presented. The
robot height was . Results are given in
Fig. 6. The minimal friction coefficient expressed as

was also
evaluated. Feet will not slip when the real coefficient is
not smaller than .

The experimental confirmation of the feet role in pos-
tural stabilization is given by observed stable displace-
ment of the device by diagonal gait. Having the dismoun-
ted feet machine will overturn when trying to move by
that gait. This proves that the stable posture is obtained

due to the shift of leg-end force vector within the sole
area, as has been discussed in our work.

Fig. 6. Coordinates of COP, reaction forces and minimum
friction coefficient.

Fig. 7. Registered current in knee motor i (motor no.3, i is
the leg number).

Fig. 8. Calculated torques for knee joint ( is the leg
number).

3i

4. Conclusion
The motors current was monitored during the real

gait. The current is proportional to the actuating tor-
que. The torques was also evaluated using the inverse
dynamics model and considering the forces obtained
by the method discussed above. The measured current
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(Fig. 7) and calculated torques (Fig. 8) exhibited simi-
lar regularities that prove the correctness of the pre-
sented method for leg-end forces evaluation.

The confirmation of the feet importance for postu-
ral stabilization was the stable walk observed for dia-
gonal gait. The presented method of forces evaluation
decomposes equilibrium conditions considering the
feet attachments and feet-ends. Neglecting the condi-
tion for the rotation around daxis was allo-
wed. In considered prototype (as in majority of qua-
drupeds) the feet are rotating freely, therefore the as-
sumption has a logic confirmation. Postural stability
observed during real machine motion by diagonal gait
confirms the correctness of presented considerations.
Obtained relations are useful for the walking machines
design. The knowledge of leg-end forces translation

towards the feet mounting points has the
importance for synthesis of dynamical stable gaits. The
knowledge of those translations is necessary to evalu-
ate if the foot supporting area will assure the postural
stability. Relying on the given results the change the
foot area or change of the leg configuration (changing
the position of ) can be adjusted for postural stabi-
lization.
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